
The economic organization of society:

What is economics?

•Economics is the study of how individuals or 
societies coordinate their wants and desires. 

Five important things to learn in 
economics are:

•Economic reasoning- decisions based on costs vs
benefits

•economic terminology
•economic insights

•information about economic institutions
•information about policy options



MC vs MB

•Comparing MC and MB will tell you how you should 
adjust your activity to be as well off as possible

•if MB > MC then do it
•if MB < MC do not do it

An economic institution:

•A physical or mental structure that significantly 
influences economic decisions

•ex. Corporations, governments,and cultural norms 

Economic policy:

•An action(or inaction) taken by gov’t to influence 
economic events such as recessions or deficits



Economic forces: 

•Invisible hand- price changes guide our actions in the 
market.

•The Invisible handshake- social and historical forces
•the invisible foot- political and legal forces

Macro vs Micro

•Microeconomics- the study of individual choice

•Macroeconomics- the study of inflation, 
unemployment, and business cycles

Positive vs Normative:

•Positive economics- the study of “what is”

•Normative economics- the study of “what should be”



Sunk costs:

•Costs that have already occurred and therefor do not 
affect current decisions

Economic reasoning
The Scope and Method of 

Economics

Three important questions:

•What to produce?
•How to produce it?

•For whom to produce?

•How do you solve these coordination problems?



Capitalism:

•Individuals decide what, how and for whom.
•Market forces(invisible hand) coordinates economic 

activity
•distribution is according ability, effort, and inherited 

property
•private property rights must exist and be defended by 

the gov’t  

Socialism:

•Takes the needs of others into account 
•lack of incentive to produce

•Soviet-style socialism- used central planning to 
answer the questions what, how and for whom

Feudalism:

•Tradition ruled the manor (invisible handshake)
•serfs- did what their fathers did

•problem- son doesn’t want fathers occupation 



Feudalism to mercantilism:

•Some people left the manor
•they went to the city

•many became merchants
•markets broke down tradition

•merchants amassed fortunes that dwarfed feudal lords
•power in society shifted to towns

•traders supported a king

Mercantilism:

•Gov’t determines the what, how, and for whom 
decisions by doling out the right to undertake certain 

activities(invisible foot)
•guilds- occupational organizations

•guilds- had financed the king, now expected him to 
protect their interest

Mercantilism to capitalism: 

•Machines replaced hand production
•Machines produced goods cheaper

•craftsmen did not want to be replaced by machines
•the struggle raged in the 1700s and 1800s

•gov’ts themselves where changing
•revolutions were supported by the industrialist



Opportunity cost:

•The value of the next best forgone alternative

Assumptions of the production 
possibilities curve:

•All natural resources are fixed
•technology is constant

•full employment




















